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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The City of Oregon—the “City”—faces a housing shortage and hopes to address it by attracting young 

millennial families to the area, particularly through development of attainable housing. This report 

explores the millennial generation’s housing preferences; how Oregon can attract both millennials, and 

the developers needed to build housing millennials seek; and how zoning and other project costs affect a 

development’s feasibility. Each inquiry is explored through academic literature, professional journals, and 

by data collected by qualitative interviews with housing developers, business leaders and community 

practitioners. Recommendations are based on a synthesis of the aforementioned resources tailored to 

Oregon’s long-term goals as outlined in its Comprehensive Plan.   

 

ANALYSIS 

Background  

For this report, “millennial” is someone born between 1981 and 1996, now aged 28 to 43. Factors such as 

high student loan debt, a struggling economy, and high inflation, have left many millennials unable to 

afford a typical single-family dwelling. Along with economic issues, the millennials gravitate towards 

“urban,” walkable neighborhoods with a wide variety of amenities. Accordingly, both academic and 

professional literature suggests both mixed-use and “Missing Middle” housing types (a term used to 

describe a range of multi-family dwellings including apartments, duplexes, townhomes, and 

condominiums) are potential solutions to address the housing shortage among millennials.  

 

Incorporating mixed-use and Missing Middle Housing (MMH) can be challenging for developers due to 

zoning regulations and costs associated with construction. To benefit from mixed-use, a municipal code 

should foster expansion of housing unit types while remaining clear on objective, measurable standards. 

Reducing developer costs can include expediting construction permits, lowering development fees, 

reducing duplicative municipal procedures, and ensuring a unit is consistent with the cultural demand and 

market behavior of the district its built within. Establishing MMH requires minimizing lot sizes, 

permitting more housing types, and allowing increased density. Furthermore, MMH types can be more 

affordable to developers if they are constructed in phases, and municipalities reduce off-street parking 

requirements and lower fees related to the subdivision process. Likewise, municipalities developing 

mixed-use and MMH types should engage the public when making decisions. There are many benefits of 

public engagement when developing housing. The most salient of which are enhanced trust, improved 

community-government relations, and reduced long term costs associated with poor development and 

even litigation.  

 

Qualitative Interviews 

To supplement the literature, researchers conducted qualitative interviews with housing and 

business professionals. Beginning with outreach, the team emailed housing developers, business 

professionals, and community development organizations, requesting participation in forty-five-minute-

long interviews over Zoom or through telephone conference. Seven individuals across multiple 

professions responded. The team interviewed three housing developers, one home appraiser, one realtor, 

one businessperson, and one public official. Interview questions ranged from general housing and 

community development practices related to millennial preferences; followed by specific inquiries into 

how the logistics of construction, finance, marketing, and public participation affects housing project 

feasibility. These interviews confirmed much of what was found in relevant literature. A successful 

housing project hinges on many factors, including building costs, incentives, flexible zoning regulations, 

and return on investment (profit). While, millennials generally seek walkable neighborhoods, with 

amenities (such as parks, restaurants, and shops), and require attainable housing types such as apartments, 

condominiums, and townhomes.  

 



  
 

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION(S) FOR ACTION 

If Oregon is to grow at the hands of millennials, it must consider its current zoning regulations, the area’s 

current feasibility to developers, the draw of its current and future job and entertainment markets 

to prospective residents, and whether the plan it purports to endorse resonates well with both 

millennials and its own residents. Bearing that community and economic development tend to 

share an inextricable relationship, this report posits sixteen recommendations that target both, 

including (1) ensure good quality, “obtainable” housing up front through identifying a developer 

who is committed, not to cheap development, but to designing sturdy and stylish units with 

affordable materials, like vinyl and manmade wood; (2) bolster transparency by displaying, both 

to developers and the public, all unrestricted information involving developable land, including 

that related to the price of procurement, quality of infrastructure, permitted incentives, and the 

use to which the land will be put; (3) evaluate the feasibility of building multi-family housing 

units, such as apartments and condominiums, above commercial businesses located within the 

1.5-mile planning zone; (4) create a clear design direction by implementing form-based zoning 

strategies into Oregon’s Future Land Use Plan, bearing specific detail to permitted housing units 

and their encouragement; (5) reduce development costs through expediting the permit process, 

lowering development fees, executing construction in phases, and facilitating collaboration 

among city departments; (6) facilitate successful development of a mixed-used district by 

providing for a cornerstone use—a coffee shop, pub, or other eatery—consistent with the 

community’s aesthetic; (7) introduce zoning policies consistent with MMH development in the 

residential growth areas located on Oregon’s east and west sides; (8) coordinate code 

enforcement, homeowner’s associations, and developers to authorize the use of materials and 

architectural styles conducive to attainable housing types; (9) review the Illinois Housing 

Development Authority’s (IHDA) Quality of Allocation Plan, as suggested by DVR 2, to assess 

the feasibility of receiving Federal Low Income Tax Credits; (10) bolster the City’s marketability 

by rejuvenating and emphasizing its current assets, including, but not limited to, its geographic 

location, proximity to the Rock River, and downtown district; (11) determine the ratio between 

the City’s goal population and the number of available eatery seats—possibly with the aid of a 

consulting firm—to assess whether Oregon has a sufficient number of restaurants and bars to 

sustain the future population; (12) increase opportunities for passive recreation by assessing the 

feasibility of development along the Rock River, and contact, if necessary, the governing body 

responsible for the River’s oversight; (13) arrange focus groups with millennials living in 

Chicago’s far west suburbs to assess their opinion of Oregon and what the City might do to draw 

their interest; (14) develop a presentation and accompanying survey—possibly with the aid of a 

consulting firm—tailored to persons attending the focus groups; (15) provide a platform to 

concerned residents through regularly-held town hall meetings and the—possible—establishment 

of a residential committee for development logistics; and (16) implement, as development 

ensues, a set of performance-based planning criteria to measure consumer satisfaction and 

manage development processes. 
 

Although non-exhaustive, the foregoing recommendations should lend the City a promising start 

to pursue its community and economic initiatives. As millennials continue to leave Chicago in 

search of suitable neighborhoods, however, and as Chicago’s outer ring innovates to attract those 

millennials, the City must remain committed to the applied wisdom of housing and business 

professionals and the high priority to which scholarship places public participation, feasible cost 

reductions to developers, and the millennial story if it is to see long-term success. 
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Introduction 

Faced with a housing shortage, the City of Oregon— “the City”— has expressed a need 

for additional development that it hopes will attract a specific group of consumers; namely, 

young, millennial families who might settle in the area for a foreseeable future. The City 

therefore seeks to “expand [its] variety of high quality, attractive and safe neighborhoods” and 

has even expressed a willingness to “[e]ncourage a mix of residential types,” including planned 

unit development and single- to multi-family dwellings, in order to help facilitate the purchase of 

a first-time home.1 Given its limited stock of two- and multi-family units (discussed in Part I),2 

however, this report reiterates that the City must be calculative with respect to its planning so as 

not to dissuade its target demographic. 

There is, for instance, little reason to think that the housing market favors the millennial 

generation (persons born between 1981 and 1996 now aged 28 to 43)3: A typical home as of 

2019 was reported to cost more than four-times the country’s median income (approximately 

$320,000+),4 a going college tuition has increased by a whopping 1,375 percent since the late 

1970s,5 and the availability of “stable and predictable employment [that once] let [prior 

generations] plan, save, and make long-term housing decisions” has become virtually obsolete 

due to mass technological advancement.6 Notwithstanding the fact that 52 percent of the 

country’s 75+ million millennials “owned their own home as of 2022,”7 the preceding events 

have led to a sweeping consensus that millions of young adults will struggle to attain the same 

home buying experience once enjoyed by their parents and grandparents.8 Despite their high 

educational pedigree,9 economic potential,10 and shared desire to buy a first home,11 nearly 

twenty percent of millennials, or 15+ million, have been forced to room at their parents’ house,12 
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leading many in this so-called “roommate generation”13 to feel withdrawn—even resentful—

toward the idea of procuring a home.14 

In light of the student debt,15 employment insecurity,16 and scarce wealth-building 

opportunities,17 millennials have a good reputation for consuming what housing experts call 

“Missing Middle Housing,” or MMH.18 Although a “contemporary term,” MMH encompasses 

common, twentieth century housing types “that range[] between multi-story units and single-

family unit layout,”19 including (for Oregon’s purposes), courtyard apartments, duplexes, 

triplexes, fourplexes, townhomes, and condominiums.20 MMH is, more importantly, flexible in 

that it “allows for single family lots to be split or merged to support” the preceding housing types 

all the while serving “to meet varying budgets, life stages, family structures, and housing 

needs.”21 Accordingly, communities looking to reap the fruits of millennial consumption often 

look to MMH as a mean to offer obtainable housing.22 

Incorporation of MMH is not a one-size-fits-all effort, however, since successful 

implementation often depends on existing zoning regulations,23 a developer’s assessment of a 

project’s feasibility,24 the presence and diversity of the municipality’s job and entertainment 

markets,25 and the receptivity of both current and prospective residents.26 Henceforth, this report 

offers analyses of generational preferences, best development practices, and effective community 

engagement tools for purposes of priming the City for long-term, successful growth.  

Accordingly, Part I starts with a contextual assessment of the City’s key features, 

including its location, housing stock, and available amenities. Part II then provides a literature 

review tailored specifically to factors that will drive the City’s success. Building from Part II, 

Part III sets forth the methodology with which the research team (1) identified a pertinent age 

group to whom the City may market, and (2) collected professional knowledge. Part IV discusses 
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the results, bearing specific weight to findings in relevant literature. Using Part II through IV, 

Part V posits tailored recommendations for future implementation, while concluding remarks 

offer a reflection of the report’s results and their significance to rural development research. 

Part I: Contextual Assessment 

The City’s housing objective, while of central focus, exists alongside several economic 

goals that cannot go unnoted, particularly because community development shares an 

inextricable relationship with economic development.27 To improve one necessarily entails 

improvement to the other;28 thus, as community development produces “assets for improving the 

quality of life and business climate,” the mobilization of those assets to realize the community’s 

benefits (or economic development), should closely parallel.29 Oregon’s goals to “encourage 

residents and visitors to shop locally,”30 to “strengthen the downtown business district,”31 and to 

“attract new businesses”32 may thus see results as the City pursues its housing objective. 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency notes that “[v]irtually every 

community began and grew because its location supported economic activity.”33 Although 

located in one of Illinois’s non-metropolitan counties,34 the City looks to be in a promising 

location when viewed through the lens of the Agency’s statement: It sits within a thirty-mile 

proximity to Rochelle, Rockford, and Freeport;35 it facilitates quick access, and promotes in- and 

out-going travel, with respect to multiple state highways and national interstates, such as Illinois 

Routes 2 and 64 and U..S. I-39 and I-88;36 and for that reason, it promotes effective 

transportation to regionally distant hubs like Chicago and the Quad Cities.37 The City’s 

placement within the context of northern Illinois’s regional economy thus looks to be in a 

favorable location for purposes of supporting economic activity and offering housing options to 

prospective consumers. Hence, as millennials continue to leave high-priced cities for more 
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affordable towns,38 the City may be well positioned to market its location provided it can tailor 

its development to the millennial taste.39 

Millennials “are willing to pay a premium to live in a walkable community;”40 hence, 

Oregon’s objective to incorporate mixed-use housing options for first time home buyers of 

varying incomes41 offers a promising start insomuch as it illustrates (1) that the City recognizes 

the need for diverse housing options, and (2) that the City is willing to compete alongside other 

hungry localities. The City’s current zoning scheme, when taken in tandem with projections from 

the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2022 American Community Survey, reflects, however, that Oregon 

enjoys its image as a predominantly single-family-home community: A majority of the City’s 

territory is designated to single-family residential use,42 for instance, while the Census Bureau 

reports that single-unit structures represent 73.6 percent—or approximately three-fourths—of the 

City’s 1,749 homes.43  

Similar inferences may be drawn from Oregon’s Comprehensive Plan, particularly in 

terms of its discussion of the City’s 1.5-mile planning area: While 90.3 percent of the area is 

designated to matters such as agriculture, open space (conservational and recreational), and other 

business-like affairs (commercial, industrial, and institutional), the remaining housing 

designation—9.7 percent—is primarily to be used for single-family homes.44 Taken together, for 

instance, two- and multi-family homes constitute only 0.4 percent of the area’s intended land 

use, while single-family constitutes 9.3 percent.45 These statistics are telling in that, like many 

other U.S. communities,46 Oregon has a propensity to appeal to the single-family market. Absent 

calculated planning efforts, therefore, it seems likely that Oregon’s MMH supply will remain 

comparatively low to less affordable housing options and that the City will face difficulties with 

respect to attracting millennials. 
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To its strengths, the City offers a unique opportunity to live in, and explore, a safe, 

charming “small-town” alongside Illinois’s Rock River47 (all the while staying within easy reach 

of commercialized hubs); however, there is no getting around a salient fact that purports to hold 

weight among developers: Millennials want to live within walking distance from amenities.48 

Although Oregon already holds a few advantages—namely, that it is home to a range of biking 

paths, three state parks (within a fifteen-mile radius), and a beautiful river front that sits near the 

downtown’s business and restaurant district49—the City admittedly needs “a greater variety  of 

businesses, shopping, and restaurants.”50 The City’s current zoning and planning area maps 

likewise reveal that much of the housing is likely not within walkable distance to commercial 

goods, restaurants, or entertainment centers.51 Oregon’s current selection of amenities, like its 

housing stock, may therefore not resonate with millennials unless further action is taken; the 

City’s current advantages, however, when coupled with the fact that its residents and community 

leaders appear to share an interest in sustainable growth,52 indicate that there are strong catalysts 

for change over time.  

Part II: Literature Review 

The following literature review examines three bodies of scholarship that prove pertinent 

to development processes. Section One analyzes the distinct nature of millennial housing 

preferences through the lens of generational challenges, strengths, and common socioeconomic 

habits; it assesses, most importantly, the types of housing in which millennials want to live and 

how the surrounding environment should play to their preferences. Section Two then examines 

best practices tailored to achieving affordable development for millennials; it explains, from both 

a municipal and development perspective, how a city may go about the process so as to (1) prime 
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an area for successful development, and (2) mitigate the costs of construction. Lastly, Section 

Three explores, from a municipal perspective, the benefits of public participation. 

Section One: Is the Millennial Taste Really Different? 

 Millennials, formally known as Generation Y,53 have overwhelmingly captured the 

attention of researchers over the past twenty years; the question of whether millennials differ 

from prior generations in terms of housing preferences, for example, has—in itself—continued to 

be a highly discussed topic among business,54 finance,55 housing,56 planning,57 and even legal58 

professionals. Answers to the housing question tend to share similar themes, although the 

conversation surrounding millennials is perplexing in that it emphasizes outright how they are 

different: Contrary to the Baby Boomers, there is no commonly accepted timeframe at which the 

generation begins and ends.59 Accounts vary among a multitude of ranges, including 1980-

1999,60 1980-2000,61 1981-1996,62 1981-1997,63 1982-to as late as 2001,64 and even as long as 

1980 to the mid-2000s;65 hence, it is not surprising that generational cutoffs are used as tools 

with which to measure trends among age groups with similar experiences and attitudes.66  

Notwithstanding the cutoff debate, experts tend to agree that millennial preferences differ 

from those of prior generations at similar ages due to their shared struggles67: Although the most 

educated generation,68 millennials tend to have low spending power,69 low homeownership 

rates,70 and less children.71 With lower wages and less access to full-time, high-pay jobs, many 

millennials are underemployed or working part time;72 hence, saving money continues to be a 

challenge.73 Given the unattainable housing, furthermore, millennials are known to rent, whether 

by choice or necessity,74 while those who are lucky enough to buy a home can expect to rent for 

up to six years before they buy—proving to be starkly different from the 2.6 years someone in 

the 1970s would have waited.75 
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Millennials have proved to be able to effectively navigate their circumstances, however: 

They are more optimistic and civic minded than previous generations,76 and despite the barriers 

to homeownership, they still want to own homes,77 make families, and raise children.78 Hence it 

is of no surprise that millennials will eventually seek communities with good school districts and 

opportunities for shorter commutes.79 The choice to engage millennials as future homeowners 

may therefore yield substantial economic benefits; however, the literature makes clear that there 

is no overlooking the fact that doing so requires an understanding of their housing and 

environmental preferences. 

As Myers, LeBlanc, and Gensler suggest, convenience80 and affordability81 rank high 

among millennials considerations when selecting a place to live—followed closely by proximity 

to employment and access to goods and services.82 Likewise, millennials have expressed a desire 

for denser, walkable environments (as opposed to sprawled single-family neighborhoods),83 in 

tandem with diverse amenities84—restaurants, retail shops, and public transportation.85 

Millennials also prefer, however, a strong presence of “smaller, older, and lower priced homes”86 

alongside said amenities, making MMH— apartments, duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, 

townhomes, and condominiums87—a popular housing candidate among graduates and young 

professionals in particular.88 

Fortunately, MMH tends to resonate well with high-density environments—especially 

when zoned mixed-use—since it “combines retail, office, and residential use and . . . provides[, 

in turn,] a good range of housing choices that increase affordability and equity” all the while 

reducing vehicular dependency.89 Simultaneous integration of mixed-use zoning and MMH into 

one’s community is, accordingly, a land use mechanism consistently thought to yield fruitful 
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results, particularly as millennials continue to grow their spending power, create families, and 

(presumably) look to acquire larger homes in the same area.90 

 Section Two: Land Use, Convenience, and Affordable Development 

Although an essential tool for growth,91 incorporating mixed-used and MMH into one’s 

community can be a challenge, particularly in terms of zoning92 and building costs.93 Zoning, on 

the one hand, requires a myriad of legal decisions, and the regulatory scheme must allow for 

successful integration within the existing community.94 From a cost perspective, on the other 

hand, a municipality must consider all expenses to developers, including those for land, 

development (review and permitting), construction (equipment and labor), parking, and parkland 

dedication.95  

Looking first to mixed-use, a municipality should always provide permitted, conditional, 

and accessory uses into one’s code,96 and ideally, include an innovative “purpose” to explain 

how its goal is serviced by a zoning district97—stating, for example, how walkability in a mixed-

use district contributes to community welfare. Likewise, Daniel Mandelker sets forth additional 

suggestions as to how municipalities can tackle two key issues; namely “how much control to 

exercise over mixed-use development,” and “how much discretion to build into the zoning 

system.”98 Mandelker accordingly suggests that municipalities (1) include objective and 

measurable design guidelines that describe a building’s height, floor, density, and intensity;99 (2) 

consider form-based zoning (a popular strategy prioritizing walkability and community-

centeredness),100 as a mean to regulate the “character” of a district—rather than only dictating 

land use types;101 (3) expand, rather than restrict, unit types allowed per zone as to ensure 

developers have adequate discretion;102 and lastly, (4) address early pushback by, say, holding 

pre-application conferences between developers and concerned residents.103 
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As to reducing mixed-use costs, general consensus suggests that municipalities should 

expedite permits and lower development fees,104 although others suggest going further by 

providing clearly-defined design guidelines105 and consolidating municipal departments—code 

enforcers, engineers, and zoning staff—to save time.106 To optimize development plans, 

furthermore, the literature also suggests that a municipality assess demand according to its 

cultural behavior107 synergize new and existing units,108 and build around a “cornerstone” or 

“dominant” use, such as a popular coffee shop, since it often proves to be a vital aspect to mixed-

use development.109  

Turning to MMH, municipalities should first be aware of a two-sided debate: first, that 

policies should abandon single-family housing for that which supports obtainable housing (like 

MMH),110 and second, that MMH is ineffective because it suffers from lack of interest, 

financing, and zoning barriers.111 Second, municipalities should be aware of the resulting policy 

responses, such as (1) creating cost effective, sustainable uses for single family parcels,112 (2) 

replacing “minimum lot sizes with minimum lot widths and t[ying] types of buildings to the lot’s 

width, not its square footage,”113 (3) permitting more housing types,114 (4) allowing for increased 

density, even in smaller structures,115 (5) reducing—or eliminating—parking minimums,116 and 

(6) framing the idea of developing MMH as options for housing, while avoiding words with 

negative connotations –e.g., “density, multifamily, or upzoning.”117  

Equally important is the fact that MMH affordability hinges on a municipality’s ability to 

mitigate development costs,118 particularly since costs eventually are pushed to consumers as 

costs rise.119 There are, fortunately, a number of preventative actions that municipalities may 

take. Some suggest amplifying the quick return on investment that MMH can feasibly 

produce,120 perhaps by going about its construction in phases and allotting the netted capital from 
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earlier phases (say, Phase 1) to costs associated with future developments (Phase 2).121 Likewise, 

others note that higher density of MMH reduces the price of land per unit122 and suggest 

increasing density, while reducing off-street parking requirements.123 Lastly, others suggest that 

municipalities can limit contradictory rules pertaining to lot subdivision,124 reduce complications 

with infrastructure and utilities, and roll back regulations originally enacted for single family 

development.125 

Section Three: The Need for Public Participation 

Whether a municipality is able to work past the zoning and cost hurdles is, unmistakably, 

important; however, there is one group that can render even the most successful-looking mixed-

use MMH projects a complete loss: the public,126 including both a municipality’s own residents 

and the consumer base it seeks to attract. Community engagement and participation—broadly 

defined as the “process through which community members are empowered to own the change 

they want to see”127—thus remains a critical step in the development game if a municipality is to 

succeed. Accordingly, one should not be surprised that the literature supports the premise that the 

public ought to have a high place amid Arnstein’s participatory ladder128 and  that giving the 

public that place proves beneficial.  

Salient among these benefits are the public’s enhanced trust in government,129 improved 

community-government relations,130 and reduced long-term costs.131 

Indeed, when public managers include residents in decision-making, people not only 

support difficult policy decisions, but tend to display more trust in the policymaking process;132 

hence, “nontrivial” public inclusion through which municipalities choose to engage with 

residents and key stakeholders tends to yield the most success.133 Substantive engagement, 
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particularly involving development plans, is therefore thought to bolster public acceptance—and 

reenforce the government’s legitimacy—with respect to project decisions and deliverables.134  

Public participation whereby policymakers learn from the community often builds 

rapport, and hence, a good relationship between residents and the government;135 however, there 

is no overlooking the fact that municipalities need to engage key stakeholders if they are to 

understand the issues facing their communities.136 In doing so, municipalities can better 

understand “racial, ethnic, generational, gender, and socio-economic divides” all the while 

gaining opportunities to (1) achieve the best development designs for consumers and existing 

residents,137 and (2) provide tailored, often equitable, service delivery to the betterment of 

public-government relations.138 Having been shown that their municipality actually weighs their 

preferences and ideas, moreover, the residents are more likely to cooperate with the government 

as it goes about new policies and projects.139  

Furthermore, a municipality can use public participation to reduce the risk of long-term 

costs related to poor planning—and even litigation140—since it allows for residents to 

meaningfully voice their concerns and state their interests prior to any controversial action.141 

Many recognize, for example, that a municipality’s failure to seek public input on a development 

project can potentially land the parties in court,142 and hence, that the use of participation 

processes involving management, developers, residents, and other stakeholders is always good 

practice to address conflicts and post solutions.143  

Part III: Methodology 

To assess how Oregon can draw its target demographic—young millennial families—the 

research team first identified an age range to whom the City can tailor its marketing efforts. 

Consistent with the view that generational cutoffs are tools with which to measure trends among 
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like-experienced age groups,144 the team adopted the operative timeframe selected by the Pew 

Research Center (1981-1996), particularly because persons amid this group, now aged 28 to 

43,145 are all likely to have been shaped by the same swath of events: the 9/11 attacks, the Iraq 

War, the Great Recession of ‘08, and mass racial diversification.146 

Having established a working definition of “millennials,” the research team developed a 

survey with which to conduct qualitative interviews of housing and business professionals. As 

illustrated by Table A below, the survey consists of twenty-five questions that cover five broad 

topics; namely, (1) the logistics of housing and economic development, such as project 

feasibility and what a municipality generally needs, or can do, to attract millennials; (2) the 

construction process— in particular, common challenges, material selection, and factors that 

affect a home’s affordability; (3) construction finance, including factors that affect it and how 

developers go about covering a project’s cost in a given environment; (4) marketing in 

preparation for economic development—specifically, whether and to what extent a municipality 

should; and (5) community engagement and participation—particularly, its value among housing 

and business personnel and how a municipality might initiate it from a development perspective. 

Moreover, each question was developed with the use of key insights found in relevant literature.  

Bearing that community and economic development share an inextricable relationship,147 

the research team thought it necessary to interview professionals accustomed to each area. 

Accordingly, the team held forty-five-minute interviews with seven anonymous individuals: 

three housing developers (labeled in Table A as DVs 1, 2, and 3), one home appraiser (APR), 

one realtor (RTR), one businessperson with extensive experience in the domestic and 

international building materials market (BUS), and one public official—an Executive Director of 

Business and Economic Development (E-DVT).  
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Each individual was asked the same questions; however, responses varied according to 

expertise; those whose experiences are exclusively tied to the housing market spoke to housing 

and related issues, while those whose experiences fall exclusively in public economic 

development spoke to marketing issues—with some spill over. Table A illustrates, furthermore, 

each of the twenty-five questions alongside the speaking interviewees; the first question, “how 

do developers spot opportunities to develop?,” was answered by the businessperson (BUS) as 

well as all three developers (DVRs 1-3), for example. A key containing this information is 

located under Table A.  

Part IV: Discussion of Results 

Despite differences in experience, all interviewees provided similar perspectives with 

respect to their professions and expertise; in fact, the synthesized results, depicted in Table B 

below, illustrate that the interviewees share common insights not only amongst each other, but 

with the literature as a whole.  

Developers agree, for example, that the feasibility of housing development revolves 

around construction costs148 and a municipality’s willingness to simplify procedures;149 hence, 

each stated that they focus their decision making on (1) how much they can receive in municipal 

incentives,150 and (2) the extent of costs they may incur in terms of construction and land 

procurement.151 Likewise, the developers and other interviewees agreed that millennials tend to 

prefer apartments, condominiums, and townhomes (either to buy or rent)152 and that the price of 

single-family homes should start low—$200,000—for young families looking to migrate from 

MMH. When building for a younger consumer base, therefore, the developers unanimously look 

for the presence of flexible zoning regulations conducive to the subdivision of single-family 

lots.153  
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Notwithstanding the construction of obtainable MMH, however, the housing 

professionals stressed that it is bad practice to push the costs of development unto consumers 

through using high-priced building materials.154 DVR 1, the APR, and the RTR agreed, for 

instance, that a home’s “obtainability” hinges on reasonably-priced materials but that it can often 

be difficult to hit the perfect mark between cheap, often badly-made materials and materials that 

may render the housing cost too expensive; the same respondents agreed, however, that vinyl 

siding, aluminum gutters, manmade hardwood, and a touch of brick on the home’s frontage can 

keep the price within a reasonable range all the while providing millennial consumers with 

popular aesthetics. Equally so, the cost of land on which the development sits must not be too 

expensive; DVR 2 hence stated that municipalities can place purchase options on property, while 

DVR 1 suggested that Oregon’s officials can market the land prices to offset delivery costs of 

construction materials.   

Each developer’s sentiment speaks to the literary finding that municipal policy can have a 

large impact on project feasibility.155 DVT 3 indicated, for example, that private investment is 

often necessary for new housing development, that most builders are consequently paid in 

arrears, and hence, that any incentives a municipality can provide will improve a developer’s 

return on investment. Likewise, DVR 2 noted that, because HUD-sponsored programs come with 

many hurdles, developers tend to appreciate less complicated alternatives, including tax 

incentives or credits, opportunity funds, or TIF districts in which to build. Any “pre-work” that 

the City can complete, in conjunction with any incentives it can offer, will accordingly make 

Oregon more attractive to developers.   

Aside from flexible zoning, development incentives, and affordable MMH, a 

municipality must be able to offer a good quality of life in terms of convenience and access to 
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employment (E-DVT). Consistent with this finding are two overarching suggestions; namely, 

that municipalities (1) identify a “cornerstone” around which to revolve mixed-use 

development156 and (2) procure businesses—say, tech offices—that attract and retain educated 

youths (or as BUS calls it, “an anchor”). There are, according to E-DVT, numerous tools with 

which municipalities can achieve both, chief among them being to use one’s existing assets—its 

location, amenities, local investors, or passionate officials who might want to market the image.  

No matter a municipality’s marketing approach, there is no ignoring the unified 

consensus on the importance of public participation;157 both business and housing professionals 

stated it should be valued to a high extent, and E-DVT specifically warned that negative public 

perception can break a development project. Upon further elaboration, E-DVT and DVR-2 spoke 

to the importance of allowing the public to voice concerns; they agreed that long-standing 

residents may be opposed to the unfamiliar and that allowing them to provide feedback garners 

constructive communication and acceptance.158 If nothing else, these results reveal that Oregon 

will need to consider perception, especially since some of its 3,604159 residents may enjoy the 

“non-metropolitan”160 feel that the community offers and thereby oppose dense mixed-use MMH 

development. 

According to the APR and RTR, the same holds true for prospective consumers; both 

agreed, for example, that the best way to envision development is to learn the preferences of the 

targeted base. The APR thereafter observed that far west suburbs—Geneva, St. Charles, Crystal 

lake—were once considered “far out” from Chicago before development ensued and further 

suggested that Oregon could spark a similar migration pattern if it learns—and provides for—the 

desires of those suburbs’ millennials who likely cannot afford to buy where their parents settled.  
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Part V: Implementation  

Both the literature and interview responses reaffirm an earlier-stated premise: If the City 

wants to experience community and economic growth at the hands of millennials, it must ensure 

(1) that its existing zoning regulations can facilitate an environment conducive to both mixed-use 

and MMH,161 (2) that developers see the area as a feasible opportunity with a high return on 

investment,162 (3) that its future job and entertainment markets have sufficient draw to sustain 

incoming residents,163 and (4) that the plan it purports to endorse resonates well, not only to 

millennials, but to its own residents.164 Bearing these necessities, this report posits sixteen 

recommendations that may prime the City for long-term, as opposed to rapid, growth; 

specifically, this report recommends that the City 

1. ensure good quality, “obtainable” housing up front through identifying a developer who 

is committed, not to cheap development, but to designing sturdy and stylish units with 

affordable materials, like vinyl and manmade wood; 

2. bolster transparency by displaying, both to developers and the public, all unrestricted 

information involving developable land, including that related to the price of 

procurement, quality of infrastructure, permitted incentives, and the use to which the land 

will be put; 

3. evaluate the feasibility of building multi-family housing units, such as apartments and 

condominiums, above commercial businesses located within the 1.5-mile planning zone; 

4. create a clear design direction by implementing form-based zoning strategies into 

Oregon’s Future Land Use Plan, bearing specific detail to permitted housing units and 

their encouragement; 
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5. reduce development costs through expediting the permit process, lowering development 

fees, executing construction in phases, and facilitating collaboration among city 

departments; 

6. facilitate successful development of a mixed-used district by providing for a cornerstone 

use—a coffee shop, pub, or other eatery—consistent with the community’s aesthetic; 

7. introduce zoning policies consistent with MMH development in the residential growth 

areas located on Oregon’s east and west sides;  

8. coordinate code enforcement, homeowner’s associations, and developers to authorize the 

use of materials and architectural styles conducive to attainable housing types; 

9. review the Illinois Housing Development Authority’s (IHDA) Quality of Allocation 

Plan,165 as suggested by DVR 2, to assess the feasibility of receiving Federal Low Income 

Tax Credits;  

10. bolster the City’s marketability by rejuvenating and emphasizing its current assets, 

including, but not limited to, its geographic location, proximity to the Rock River, and 

downtown district; 

11. determine the ratio between the City’s goal population and the number of available eatery 

seats—possibly with the aid of a consulting firm—to assess whether Oregon has a 

sufficient number of restaurants and bars to sustain the future population; 

12. increase opportunities for passive recreation by assessing the feasibility of development 

along the Rock River, and contact, if necessary, the governing body responsible for the 

River’s oversight; 

13. arrange focus groups with millennials living in Chicago’s far west suburbs to assess their 

opinion of Oregon and what the City might do to draw their interest; 
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14.  develop a presentation and accompanying survey—possibly with the aid of a consulting 

firm—tailored to persons attending the focus groups;  

15. provide a platform to concerned residents through regularly-held town hall meetings and 

the—possible—establishment of a residential committee for development logistics; and 

16. implement, as development ensues, a set of performance-based planning criteria166 to 

measure consumer satisfaction and manage development processes. 

Conclusion 

The City’s overall intention to attract young millennial families as a mean to grow its 

community and economic vitality warrants much excitement; millennials are projected to be a 

lucrative consumer base, after all, even in spite of their struggle to afford housing.167 As 

millennials head toward Chicago’s suburbs,168 and as those suburbs exploit their “opportunities 

to create energetic town centers and mixed-use developments, and to provide a greater variety of 

housing stock,”169 the City will have to remain diligent with respect to many factors if it is to 

keep a competitive edge. This report therefore urges that the City consider not only the applied 

wisdom of housing and business professionals, but the high priority to which scholarship places 

public participation, feasible cost reductions to developers, and the millennial story. 

The recommendations, while not exhaustive, may thus lend a fruitful start to the City’s 

goal, particularly because they provide what this report intends to give: a bridge between theory 

and practice.   
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Appendix 

Table A: Qualitative Survey Questions 

 

Questions Interviewee(s) 

One: Housing & Economic Development Logistics    

1. How do developers spot opportunities to develop? DVRs 1-3; BUS 

2. How do developers judge a project’s feasibility?  DVRs 1-3; BUS 

3. What characteristics do developers look for in a 

community when evaluating a potential development 

site? 

DVRs 1 & 3; 

BUS 

4. To what types of housing are 27- to 43-year-olds 

(millennials) attracted? 

DVRs 1-3; APR; 

RTR 

5. What, if anything, can a municipality do to be more 

attractive to millennials? 

DVRs 1 & 2; 

APR; RTR; E-

DVT 

6. What local amenities should a community have to 

retain the presence of residents and visitors? 

DVRs 1-3; APR; 

RTR;    E-DVT 

7. What other businesses should be in place before, or 

shortly after, development? 

DVRs 1 & 2 ; 

BUS 

8. How does zoning effect one’s decision to build? DVR 1 

9. Assuming no HUD grant, how can housing be more 

affordable to young buyers? DVRs 1 & 3 

Two: The Construction Process   

10. Where might challenges arise if a developer wants to 

build further from metro areas?  DVR 1 

11. Do design and architecture thematic effect 

affordability, and if so, how? DVRs 1; APR 

12. With what types of materials can a developer build 

affordable, but not cheap, housing? 

DVRs 1; APR; 

BUS 

13. What actions, if any, can a municipality take to make 

the construction process easier? 

DVRs 1 & 3 

APR and RTR 

14. How might construction costs influence the 

beginning of the construction process? DVRs 1& 3 

Three: Construction Financing   

15. How do developers raise capital or cut costs to build? DVRs 2 & 3 

16. How does profit margin effect feasibility? DVRs 1-3 
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17. Do developers frequently rely on incentives--TIF 

district, vouchers? DVRs 1-3 

18. How might the costs of regulatory compliance hinder, 

or help, the construction process? DVRs 3 

19. What actions, if any, can a municipality take to make 

the construction process less costly to both itself and 

to the developer? DVRs 1-3 

Four: Marketing for Economic Development   

20. What actions, if any, can a municipality take to market 

itself during and after the development process? E-DVT 

21. To what extent should a municipality value 

intergovernmental collaboration throughout the 

development process? E-DVT 

Five: Community Engagement & Participation   

22. To what extent do housing professionals find 

community engagement (or participation) valuable? 

DVR 2; APR;  

RTR 

23. To what extent do business professionals find 

community engagement (or participation) valuable? BUS; E-DVT 

24. What actions, if any, can a municipality take to engage 

target demographics? 

DVR 2; APR;  

RTR 

25. What actions, if any, can a municipality take to ease 

public concern or pushback regarding future 

development? DVR 2 

 

Interviewee Code Key 

DRVs 1 First developer interviewed   

DVR 2 Second developer interviewed 

DVR 3 Third developer interviewed  

APR The home appraiser  

RTR The realtor 

BUS The businessperson specializing in the sale of 

construction material 

E-DVT The public official—Executive Director of 

Business and Economic Development 
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Table B: Respondent Answers 

 

Questions Respondent Answers (synthesized) 

One: Housing & Economic Development 

Logistics  
  

1. How do developers spot opportunities to 

develop? 
• They seek upcoming towns that are not over-built and a local 

government willing to collaborate. 

• Location of the development site; does it promote economic 

activity, and is it somewhere with a draw? 

• Evaluating whether the city is “hungry”—is the city willing to 

“play ball” with the developer?  

• Evaluating the availability of lots. 

• City’s willingness to use housing vouchers. 

• Availability of TIF money. 

2. How do developers judge a project’s 

feasibility?  
• Current demographics in the area. 

• Price of land. 

• Analyzing whether there is room to make a profit. 

• The cost of construction. 

• Amount of money they need to pay their workers. 

• Amount of money they pay in development fees, like impact 

fees, and connection fees. 

• Other incentives.  

3. What characteristics do developers look 

for in a community when evaluating a 

potential development site? 

• Whether land can be rezoned ; if townhouses are special use, can 

it be rezoned to allow townhomes and condominiums by right? 

• Whether the municipality is supportive. 

• Presence of nearby amenities, like coffee shops and restaurants. 

• Whether open lots for building and construction are available 

near already developed areas. 

• Whether there is a possibility to build mixed-use in a busy area. 

• Whether infrastructure is already installed, or whether the city is 

willing to maintain the infrastructure if the developer provides it.  
4. To what types of housing are 27- to 43-

year-olds (millennials) attracted?  
• In most cases, houses that cost $200,000 or less. 

• Townhouses (pre-family) followed by a single-family home 

(post-family).  

• Twenty-eight and under are renting (or renting to own in 

condominiums). 

• Homes that do not require yardwork. 

• Homes with an urban feel (one- to two- person units of 

apartments or condominiums). 

• Newly constructed homes and nicely renovated old homes with 

an “old feel.” 

• Homes that are in “move in condition”—no work needed to be 

done, and everything is up to date. 
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• For first-time single-family buyers, homes with two bedrooms 

on a second floor (for eventual child).  

• For first-time single-family buyers, home with a basement and a 

mid-sized yard. 

5. What, if anything, can a municipality do 

to be more attractive to millennials? 
• Advertise a good school district.  

• Think outside of the box; do not be traditional. 

• Try to increase the level of entry-level jobs in town. 

• Find a developer who has extensive experience with building for 

younger generation. 

• Zone for walkability with access to public transportation. 

• Foster an attractive downtown and main street. 

• Prioritize mixed-use districts and apartments with respect to new 

development projects. 

• Provide parks for children and dogs. 

• Build communities with no homeowner’s association payments 

(No HOAs). 

• Build more townhomes. 

• Even if not urban, provide an urban aesthetic for an “urban” feel. 

• Build up and beautify local assets (parks, riverfront, etc.) 

• Organize street markets and art fairs. 

6. What local amenities should a 

community have to retain the presence 

of residents and visitors? 

• Diverse food options, strip malls (usually close to the main 

road), festival offerings, and (if there is a river), riverside cafes 

and eateries.  

• Clean, safe parks within a walkable distance from shops and 

restaurants.  

• Heal clubs and workout spaces, preferably within the vicinity of 

apartments and condominiums. 

• The ability for special zoning. 

7. What other businesses should be in 

place before, or shortly after, 

development? 

• Several grocery stores to provide a variety of options. 

• A hospital or health care facility.  

• Employers that can offer entry level and middle management 

positions—an anchor.  

8. How does zoning effect one’s decision 

to build? 
• It can make or break a project; allowance for re-subdividing 

provides builders with more options to build smaller homes. 

• Rezoning and permitting costs tend to affect profit margin down 

the line, often resulting in delays.  

9. Assuming no HUD grant, how can 

housing be more affordable to young 

buyers? 

• Larger lots often need to be subdivided into townhomes or 

condominiums. 

• Certain incentives, like enterprise zones, can often help. 

Two: The Construction Process 
 

10. Where might challenges arise if a 

developer wants to build further from 

metro areas?  

• One might think material delivery, but it is usually not an issue, 

since a good price on the land will often offset the price of 

materials. (TIP: procure land at reasonable price). 
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11. Do design and architecture thematic 

effect affordability, and if so, how? 
• Yes, upscale designs, like curved walls, are more expensive; 

simple design is typically less expensive. 

• More brick equals more costs; however, millennials usually want 

the contemporary brick front and porch. Using minimal brick or 

stone to add posts or columns adds style while keeping the price 

reasonable.  

• Builders can make arched entrances, volume ceiling, and crown 

molding for small improvements to style without making costs 

unreasonable. 

• Open concept is usually an affordable design plan; plus, it is 

stylist and millennials like it. 

12. With what types of materials can a 

developer build affordable, but not 

cheap, housing? 

• Vinyl siding, aluminum gutters, and a little brick on the front for 

aesthetic appeal is a good way to mitigate high costs for the 

consumer (without being bad quality). 

• Manmade hardwood is always less costly than real hardwood. 

13. What actions, if any, can a municipality 

take to make the construction process 

easier? 

• Put options on property—like a right to purchase—to facilitate 

quicker process for developers. 

• The mayor can market the town, but the municipality needs to 

have power to actually sell a house/property. 

• Be sure to complete pre-work on a property or neighborhood.  

• Allow for special service areas that place tax on new 

homeowners for sewers and roads. 

14. How might construction costs influence 

the beginning of the construction 

process? 

• If construction costs are too high, a developer will not start 

building, or they will build and pass those costs on to the end 

consumer. 

Three: Construction Financing 
 

15. How do developers raise capital or cut 

costs to build? 
• Private investment, or private loans from banks. 

• Arrears (payment post-development); usually, smaller 

developers or contractors only benefit from successful ventures. 

• Tax credits (usually for affordable housing). 

• The Illinois Housing Development Authority’s (IHDA) 

Qualified Allocation Plan (specifically, its ten-point Quality of 

Life Index score sheet that can be used to cut costs provided 

development meets certain criteria).  

16. How does profit margin effect 

feasibility? 
• Developers lose money building affordable housing, unless they 

can do projects that are profitable alongside it (to make project is 

feasible, make sure it is profitable).  

• Higher construction cost will cause higher rents down the line. 

• Laws/regulations surrounding housing development affect the 

project’s cost. 

• Profit margins are only about three to five percent. 

17. Do developers frequently rely on 

incentives--TIF district, vouchers? 
• Yes; TIF money attracts developers to property. 

• TIFs reimbursable costs are helpful. 
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• Tax incentives, opportunity funds, tax credits, and new market 

credits help offset the cost of construction. 

18. How might the costs of regulatory 

compliance hinder, or help, the 

construction process? 

• If tax dollars are used to support development, a builder must 

pay a certain amount to the workers (Prevailing Wage). 

Developers tend not to prefer this rought. 

• Fees, such as permitting, development, and impact, create higher 

costs and time delays. 

• HUD sponsored programs tend to slow process due to heavy red 

tape. 

19. What actions, if any, can a municipality 

take to make the construction process 

less costly to both itself and to the 

developer? 

• Pay for infrastructure, roads, and sewer, especially if the 

developer is paying for the raw land price. 

• Waive fees and, if possible, shorten the process to develop 

(requiring attorneys and architects make things more 

complicated, for example). 

• Hold zoning meetings w/ developers.  

• Cut red tape and have less meetings (reduces time cost). 

• Use incentives while reducing impact and connection fees. 

• Adopt a hands-off approach; no micromanaging (e.g., do not 

“nickel and dime” the developer). 

• Do not use an unincorporated area for the development site. 

• Facilitate easy connection to public infrastructure, like the city 

sewer. 

Four: Marketing for Economic 

Development 

 

20. What actions, if any, can a municipality 

take to market itself during and after the 

development process? 

• Generally to a high extent. 

• Work from within the city; find a potential investor from 

successful businesspeople in town. And look for someone who 

would be passionate about investing in the community. 

• Market the city’s quality of life. 

• Meet with developers and use word of mouth. 

• Try to attract tourism using local assets. 

• Let the community speak for itself. 

• Use attractions and amenities in the city, like access to 

highways, good schools, state parks etc. 

• Put your housing stock and development projects in the 

comprehensive plan. 

• Be upfront with developers about how feasible a project is. 

• Build up amenities, like cabins near forest preserves, or docks on 

the river.  

• Need an anchor! Figure out an institution to draw in people from 

surrounding communities.  

21. To what extent should a municipality 

value intergovernmental collaboration 

throughout the development process? 

• Generally to a high extent; collaboration helps builders cut down 

on time and cost. 
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• Get the school district involved; they know who is coming to 

town and (and their age groups). 

• Passionate people collaborating wotj everyone is extremely 

valuable. 

Five: Community Engagement & 

Participation 

 

22. To what extent do housing professionals 

find community engagement (or 

participation) valuable? 

• Very strongly; if city council or local business are unhappy 

about development, developers may feel unwelcome and won’t 

come. 

• A neighborhood will not do well if the target group does not 

want to live in it 

23. To what extent do business 

professionals find community 

engagement (or participation) valuable? 

• Very strongly; public opinion is everything and can ruin a 

project before it gets off the ground. 

24. What actions, if any, can a municipality 

take to engage target demographics? 
• Develop innovative strategies to reach out to target groups (it 

can often be hard to find them without the right hook). 

• Hold a focus group in Western suburbs dedicated to your 

definition of millennials  

• Make the city desirable for commuters.  
25. What actions, if any, can a municipality 

take to ease public concern or pushback 

regarding future development? 

• Do not use the phrase “affordable housing”d—try “attainable” or 

“obtainable.’ 

• Allow the public to voice their concerns, although be careful to 

educate at the same time; use examples like, “imagine your niece 

who just graduated from college on a $60k annual salary.  
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